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Abstract

This paper applies recent advances in machine learning to a long-standing macroeco-

nomics question by using density peaks clustering to improve estimation of aggregate

price indexes. To measure a price index that properly accounts for consumer welfare,

it is important to consider the effect of changes in product variety. Standard methods

for estimating this effect using CES demand systems implicitly rely on the assumption

that consumer tastes can be accurately represented by a single taste parameter. How-

ever, if consumers have heterogeneous unobserved tastes across goods, the estimated

aggregate elasticity will tend to be lower than that of the groups. By clustering con-

sumers into groups that share similar tastes, we can accurately estimate elasticity and

get more representative measurements for each consumer’s cost of living. Applying

the method to a panel of consumer retail purchases, I show that methods that ignore

consumer heterogeneity imply elasticities on average 20% below my method and infla-

tion rates about half a percentage point per year lower than a weighted average of the

heterogeneous groups.
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1 Introduction

In recent decades, macroeconomics and trade economists have developed a rich toolbox

for empirical analysis. Despite this progress, a wide array of recent data science methods

remain relatively unexploited in the macroeconomics literature. This paper helps fill in

this gap by evaluating whether machine learning algorithms can be helpful for answering

macroeconomic questions. In particular, I apply density peaks clustering (Rodriguez and

Laio, 2014) to the measurement of aggregate price indexes. By augmenting more traditional

estimation methods with recent contributions in clustering algorithms, my method can deal

with consumer heterogeneity at the micro level and relax some of the strong functional and

distributional assumptions needed to estimate aggregate indexes.

Coming up with some measure of the average cost of living has been a challenge for

economists and policymakers since price data started to become available. Purely statistical

methods for averaging prices over the entire economy quickly run into difficulty when con-

sumers can substitute expensive goods for cheaper goods or when new goods are introduced.

Empirical work has shown that these substitution and new product effects are quantita-

tively important (Boskin et al., 1997). More theoretical approaches that attempt to model

consumer preferences can account for substitution and product entry and exit, but usu-

ally require taking restrictive stances on the underlying preferences of consumers (Feenstra,

1994). Recently, the availability of detailed micro level sales data has allowed researchers

to estimate more detailed models of consumer preference, which have revealed that these

substitution and new product effects can substantially change estimates of aggregate price

indexes (Argente and Lee, 2019; Broda and Weinstein, 2010).

This paper expands on recent work that estimates CES demand systems using micro-

level data by trying to account for the consumer heterogeneity apparent in the data. I show

that estimating an aggregate CES preference structure when the true model has groups of

consumers with different tastes will result in elasticity estimates that lie below the elasticities

of each of the individual groups. To improve the estimation, I introduce a method that
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first uses machine learning techniques to cluster consumers based on their purchase data

and then estimates demand parameters separately across each of the groups. While other

papers in the macroeconomics literature have attempted to use observable demographic

characteristics to partition the customer space, this paper is among the first to use clustering

techniques developed in other fields to identify unobserved heterogeneity among consumers.

By connecting these related but often isolated literatures, I shed new light on the impact of

product creation and destruction on consumer welfare.

The standard method for dealing with the issue of substitutability and new products

in the macroeconomics literature is to define preferences of a representative consumer and

estimate parameters governing substitutability. Feenstra (1994) showed how to separate

an aggregate price index derived from a CES utility into components governing continuing

and new products in a trade context and similar methods have been applied in a variety of

contexts since this seminal work. These methods bestow an important role on the elasticity

of substitution in quantifying the impact of new products on the cost of living. If products

are highly substitutable, then product entry and exit matters relatively little to consumers

since products can be easily replaced by a close substitute. However, when products are

highly differentiated, new products can substantially increase consumer welfare (and exiting

products substantially decrease welfare). The Feenstra method has been applied to micro

data in various recent papers that have found substantial bias in price indexes that ignore

product innovation (Broda and Weinstein, 2006, 2010; Hottman et al., 2016)

Standard CES models are already equipped to deal with some level of consumer hetero-

geneity. Previous work has shown that a discrete choice model where consumers choose a

single differentiated product can aggregate to a CES representative agent (Anderson et al.,

1992). However, this justification for using CES is somewhat fragile. Recent work has

shown that the logic behind CES aggregation breaks down when price changes are asym-

metric (Tito, 2016). There are also issues when we try to estimate elasticities on aggregate

data. When there is heterogeneity across goods, aggregated data implies an elasticity lower
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than the average of microeconomic estimates (Orcutt, 1950; Imbs and Mejean, 2015)

I focus on a different dimension of heterogeneity by looking at systematic differences in

consumer preferences. When consumers differ in their average tastes for goods (i.e. not

only due to random taste shocks), I show that the elasticity implied by the aggregate data

is always below the individual estimates within the heterogeneous groups. Intuitively, if

each consumer only consumes a subset of available goods, they might have high substitution

rates within their preferred product group, but essentially no substitution outside of it. A

representative agent mixes these two effects, which makes it appear as if it has a lower

elasticity across all products. As a result, the effect of new products on the price index is

amplified by the representative agent. When net product creation is positive, this result

implies that the aggregate representative agent will face a larger decrease in the cost of

living due to product entry than any of the individuals in the economy. Motivated by this

observation, I conclude that to accurately represent the inflation rate for consumers in the

economy, we need to deal with this heterogeneity in average tastes before estimating the

demand system.

Departures from the representative agent have been explored in previous work. Osharin

and Verbus (2018) show the effects of letting consumers have different elasticities on markups

and wages. More closely related to this paper, (Jaravel, 2019) found evidence of inflation

heterogeneity when looking at inflation rates for different income groups. However, while

observable characteristics like income certainly drive some of the variation in consumers’

preferences, it is unclear whether they are the most important factors. In a survey of recent

methods for modeling consumer behavior, Nevo (2011) remarks that “heterogeneity in choice

is only weakly correlated with standard consumer attributes. Income, education and family

size obviously explain some dimensions of choice, but are far than enough to accurately

predict consumer behavior. Unobserved heterogeneity is important to model in many cases”

(4). How can we distinguish between groups of people with different preferences if those

preferences are driven by unobservable factors?
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One way to handle unobserved preference heterogeneity is to make assumptions about

its underlying structure. If unobserved features are drawn from a known distribution, in

many cases a researcher can uncover its parameters based on choice data. These kinds of

methods underlie many of the popular discrete choice estimation procedures with random

coefficients and mixed logit specifications. A line of research stemming from Berry et al.

(1995) has developed tools for dealing with unobserved heterogeneity by using instrumental

variable identification strategies to identify structural parameters of consumer demand for

product characteristics. While these methods offer a path forward for dealing with consumer

heterogeneity, finding valid instruments is especially difficult in a macro setting where classic

instruments (e.g. prices of same goods in other markets) are often inappropriate. In many

cases, these methods also require functional or distributional assumptions about the sources

of heterogeneity (although these assumptions are beginning to be relaxed as in Compiani

(2018)). Finally, CES preferences have retained their prominence in large part due to their

tractability and nice aggregate properties, especially in allowing for product entry and exit.

More flexible models often complicate the aggregate interpretations produced by the model.

To allow for heterogeneity while retaining the tractability and convenient properties of

CES, I take an alternative approach by using algorithmic models to uncover patterns in the

data without taking a stand on the source of the taste heterogeneity. Following recent work

in the computer science literature, I modify the Density Peaks Clustering (DPC) algorithm

developed by Rodriguez and Laio (2014) to find groups of consumers with similar buying

patterns. The DPC algorithm has been used in a variety of contexts ranging from photo

recognition to gene classification (Mehmood et al., 2017). However, to the best of my knowl-

edge, it has not been taken to economic data. I use a modification of the DPC algorithm

recently introduced by Floros et al. (2018) for dealing with situations when data is large and

sparse. The basic idea of the algorithm is to identify data points with many close neighbors

(in this case consumers who make similar purchases to many others) and label these “density

peaks.” Every point whose “nearest neighbor” (i.e. the most similar consumer) is a density
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peak is then placed in a cluster together with the peak. The nearest neighbors of these points

are placed in the same cluster until all points have been placed in a cluster. The algorithm

does not require assumptions on either the number of clusters or the density of the clusters.

With simulated data generated from a logit discrete choice demand system, I show that

the clustering algorithm can correctly identify and classify consumers into groups based on

their purchasing data in many cases. The ability of the clustering algorithm to accurately

group consumers into clusters depends on the degree of separation (in this case driven by

differences in tastes) between groups. While the nature of the algorithmic approach makes

it difficult to prove when groups are well enough separated for clustering to work well, I

show through simulations some cases where it works and others where it fails. Applying

the methods of Redding and Weinstein (2019), I show that their aggregate index cannot

be interpreted as an average across consumers in cases where preferences differ systemati-

cally. However, by first assigning these consumers to the proper clusters, my method gives

representative numbers within clusters.

Finally, I apply the algorithm to consumer panel data to estimate an aggregate price

index for the US economy retail sector from 2004-2017. Since the data consists of multi-

ple purchases by the same consumers over time, the clustering algorithm is able to uncover

differences in consumer buying behavior and group consumers who buy a similar basket

of goods. Most product groups in the data are characterized by a few major brands that

dominate product sales. The clusters uncovered roughly correspond to consumers who dis-

proportionately purchase one brand over the others. I show evidence that the clustering

algorithm effectively creates clusters of consumers who have similar patterns of expenditure

and different patterns from those consumers in other clusters.

As predicted by the theory, I find higher elasticities for within group preferences than

for an aggregate representive agent. On average I find elasticities about 20% higher within

clusters than for a representative agent (7.8 and 7.1 respectively). I then estimate a price

index first for a representative agent that ignores group heterogeneity and then within each
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of the groups uncovered by the clustering algorithm. The difference between the two indexes

depends on how consumers are weighted, but benchmark results that weight groups by their

expenditure show that the representative agent approach understates the inflation rate by

approximately 0.5 percentage points per year over a 10 year period.

Machine learning is still relatively underused in economics, but it has the potential to

make a major impact. Recent economic research has shown that it has many possible

applications (Athey and Imbens, 2019). This paper will try to continue to add to that

growing literature.

2 Product Market Stylized Facts

2.1 Data Description

To find some stylized facts about consumer purchasing behavior, I use the Nielsen Homescan

Consumer Panel dataset, which tracks consumer purchases from a wide ranging sample of

US consumers at a barcode or universal product code (UPC) level from 2004-2017. As part

of the program, consumers were asked to either scan or record the quantities and prices

of all goods with a barcode in Nielsen tracked categories. Panelists drop in and out of the

program, but the number of consumers is set to be around 40,000 from 2004-2006 and 60,000

from 2007 onward1.

Nielsen divides products in the dataset into a product hierarchy. At the most aggregate

level, products are classified into 10 “departments” (e.g. dry grocery, dairy, general merchan-

dise), which are then broken into around 100 “groups” (snacks, cheese, toys and sporting

goods), and further into around 1000 “modules” (potato chips, cheddar cheese, bicycles).

At the finest level, we see individual UPCs, which are generated for any new product with

meaningful differences from existing products. A new UPC can either represent a substantial

change like an entirely new product category or something as minor as a change in the size

1because of this discontinuity in sample size, I restrict most of my results to 2007-2017
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or color of a product. Purely cosmetic changes in packaging that do not change any char-

acteristics of the underlying product do not generate a new UPC. Having data at this fine

level is helpful for analyzing changes in prices, because changes in quality of any product will

always generate a new UPC. Therefore, we do not need to worry about changes in quality

of existing products causing biased estimates of the cost of living.

In analyzing this data, two major stylized facts quickly jump out. First, consumers

change the set of products that they buy quite frequently and second, there is substantial

heterogeneity in consumer purchasing behavior. The remainder of this section explores these

two facts in more detail.

2.2 Frequency of Product Substitution

If consumers purchased largely the same basket of goods over time, calculating a price

index would be trivial. We could simply calculate the changes in the cost of an individual

consumer’s basket over time (as is done in a standard Laspeyres price index). However, if

consumers frequently change the products that they purchase, substituting towards cheaper

products or newer and better products, we need to make a judgement on the relative values of

each product. The data shows that product substitution and product turnover are important

features of reality, which suggests that estimates of cost of living that do not account for

these changes are not necessarily good descriptions of the costs consumers face.

In particular, if we examine the frequency at which products are added and dropped, we

quickly see that assuming a constant product set will give a distorted view of real consumer

behavior. Figure 1 below gives an idea of the number of products available in each year and

the quantities of entering and exiting products. On net, we see a slight increase in the total

number of products purchased (about a 7% increase). We also see a high degree of product

turnover, with approximately 200,000 of the 750,000 products entering within the last year

or exiting the following year.
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Figure 1: Product creation and destruction over ten years. The blue line shows the total number of UPCs
purchased by consuemrs in the sample. The orange line shows the number of UPCs that were not purchased
in the previous year and the green line shows the number products that were purchased in the previous year
but are not in the current year.

It is possible that the products being created, despite being many in number, do not make

up a large portion of total expenditure. However, a similar story emerges when we examine

the spending patterns of consumers for new and existing products. Figure 2 shows the share

of expenditure on products that were available in 2007 in each of the following years. We

see that the share drops off rapidly, decreasing to around 30% by 2017. In other words, 70%

of expenditure on products consumed in 2017 were not purchased at all in 2007. In order

to ensure that the effect is not driven by changes in the set of consumers, we restrict the

sample for the figure to consumers who remained in the panel over the entire time period.

Therefore, for these consumers we can say that their consumption bundle at the beginning

of the period was substantially different than their bundle at the end.
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Figure 2: The share of expenditure on products available in 2007. The set of consumers is restricted to those
who remained in the panel from 2007-2017 (about 10,000 consumers). I fix the bundle of UPCs that these
consumers purchased in 2007. Then I calculate the share of total expenditure in each year that this bundle
comprises.

There are many potential explanations for the changes in product sets illustrated above.

We will not explore these kinds of questions here. Instead, the key takeaway from the graphs

should be that the assumption of a fixed consumption bundle could cause problems for the

estimation of a price index. If we measure changes in prices of goods that were available in

2007, we won’t do a good job explaining the cost of living for a consumer living in 2017.

2.3 Heterogeneity in Purchases

Another challenge in estimating an aggregate price index is that not all consumers buy the

same set of products. If a consumer hates broccoli, a fall in the price of broccoli isn’t going

to improve their quality of life at all. For a vegetable lover, the same price drop will have a

larger impact. This concern becomes even more pressing when we consider the facts about

product turnover above. If new products are only reaching a subset of total consumers,

treating them as if they were being consumed by everyone could give misleading results
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about aggregate welfare.

Looking at the data, it is clear that consumers exhibit large differences in purchasing

behavior. Even if we constrict the set of products to the top sellers, not all consumers are

making similar decisions about which products they purchase. The histogram below shows

the distribution of the percentage of consumers each product reaches. Although there is a

fat tail, with a small minority of products reaching the majority of consumers, almost all

products sell to less than half of consumers with the typical product selling to somewhere

around 10% of all consumers. I restrict the product set here to only include products with

at least 50,000 units sold over the sample (about 2000 UPCs). Products that don’t sell as

much reach an even smaller percentage of consumers.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Goods by Percentage of Customers Reached. For each UPC, the percentage of
customers is calculated by dividing the number of consumers who purchased the product by the total number
of consumers. I restrict the sample of UPCs to those that sold at least 50,000 units over the entire sample.

With these facts in mind, it is clear we need a model that can both account for a changing

set of products while also allowing for wide heterogeneity in consumer tastes. Previous work

has dealt with the first question pretty well. However, the next section shows that using

these kinds of methods when there is heterogeneity in consumer tastes can give misleading

results about the elasticity of substitution between products. Section 4 will then introduce

a potential solution to these issues by showing how a density peaks clustering algorithm can
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be used to pull out consumer heterogeneity before continuing with the elasticity estimation.

3 CES Aggregation

To motivate the use of the clustering algorithm to improve CES aggregation, this section

reviews standard results on the aggregation of a logit demand system to a CES representative

agent and shows why methods that use the aggregate demand system to estimate elasticities

and aggregate price indexes cannot satisfy their identifying assumptions when consumers

have heterogeneous preferences.

The benchmark comparison will be to a CES representative agent frequently used in

the macro and trade literature (Dixit and Stiglitz, 1977). While other preference specifica-

tions can offer more flexibility for adding realistic features, CES has remained a valuable

tool for macroeconomists due to its nice aggregate properties. In this framework, the unit

expenditure function for the representative consumer is given by

Pt =

(∑
k∈Ωt

(
pkt
φkt

)1−σ) 1
1−σ

,

where pkt is the price of variety k at time t, φkt is a parameter that could represent either

the quality of variety k or the consumer’s taste for variety k, Ωt is the set of all varieties

available at time t and σ is the elasticity of substitution across products. This price index

gives a measure of consumer welfare.

The other key result of CES preferences is that the share of consumption on each variety

is given by

skt =
(pkt/φkt)

1−σ∑
l∈Ω(pj/φj)1−σ . (1)

Although CES is analytically tractable, the question remains whether it is a realistic repre-

sentation of consumer behavior. One nice justification for using CES is that it can represent

heterogeneity through a discrete choice problem at the micro level. The next section lays

out some of the limitations of that justification.
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3.1 Logit Aggregation with Taste Heterogeneity

The basic setup of the discrete choice framework in this section is drawn from the standard

setup in the literature (Anderson et al., 1992). Assume that a consumer faces a choice

between a set of n differentiated products indexed by k. They can choose a single product

to consume. The direct utility that consumer i receives from consuming c units of product

k is given by

Uit = uik + εikt

uik = ln(φik) + ln(cik)

(2)

Where φik is the consumer i′s taste for good k, cik is consumer i′s consumption of good k,

and εik is an i.i.d shock to consumer’s preference that captures idiosyncratic variation in

consumer tastes. We will assume that all consumers are identical in income and face the

same price so that consumption for a consumer that chooses to consume good k receives

cik =
y

pk

If we assume that the ε shock is distributed according to the Gumbel double exponential

distribution

Pr(εi < x) = e−e
−(x/µ+γ)

,

where γ is Euler’s constant (γ ≈ 0.5772) and µ is a positive constant, then it can be shown

that the probability of a consumer choosing good k is

Pr(k) =
exp(uk/µ)∑n
j=1 exp(uj/µ)

, (3)

If we assume all consumers shared the same taste (φik = φk for all i), then plugging in the

utility function and aggregating across all consumers, the share of expenditure on a given

variety k is given by

skt =
(pkt/φkt)

−1/µ∑
j∈Ωt

(pjt/φjt)−1/µ
. (4)

Therefore, The share of consumption by all consumers in the logit framework corresponds
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to the representative consumer in Equation 1 with the shape parameter of the double expo-

nential governing the degree of substitutability across products. However, the aggregation

of logit preferences to CES is a somewhat fragile result. To get the aggregation above, we

needed to assume that consumers face the same set of prices and share the same tastes for all

goods (apart from the idiosyncratic ε shock). Recent work has demonstrated that the CES

representative consumer is not an accurate representation of the underlying logit demand

system when there are asymmetric price changes (Tito, 2016). It can also fail when there is

taste heterogeneity across consumers.

To see this breakdown, note that when φik differs across consumers, we can still use

Equation 3 as the probability of each consumer buying each good. However, the share of

expenditure on each variety no longer affords easy aggregation since each consumer will

potentially have a different probability due to their differing tastes. To go any further, we

need to make some assumptions about the distributions of tastes across consumers.

Certainly allowing for heterogeneous tastes in a more flexible way is not a new problem.

The mixed logit, or random coefficients, model used perhaps most prominently in Berry

et al. (1995) was designed specifically for this purpose. This paper takes a somewhat differ-

ent approach more akin to the latent class model described in Greene and Hensher (2003)

(although the identification of these latent classes will be different here). In a latent class

model, consumer’s choice probability depends on some unobserved variable or set of vari-

ables that classify them into discrete classes. Although the latent class formulation is in

many ways less flexible than mixed logit models that allow for continuous distributions of

parameters across consumers, it sidesteps the issue of having to define specific distributions

of parameters.

To give an example relevant to the data that will be explored later in the paper, we can

think of consumers deciding which snacks they want to purchase. Certainly price will play

a role as consumers switch to cheaper products that have similar characteristics. However,

as we saw in the evidence in section 2, consumers do not always substitute across the entire
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product set. This heterogeneity can be caused by a variety of factors. Some goods might not

be available in all areas, different income groups might have different preferences, or individ-

uals could simply have different tastes. A consumer whose preferred snack is popcorn might

freely switch between different brands of popcorn, but wouldn’t want to change to pretzels.

These different tastes could be accounted for in a variety of ways, including narrowing the

product set to only focus on obvious close substitutes. Here we will take the approach of

making the taste parameter φ group specific. All popcorn lovers will be placed together in

a group that have a relatively high average taste for popcorn products.

The method for identifying different groups of consumers will be defined in section 4.

For now, we shall take as given that we can correctly classify consumers into groups that

all share the same taste parameters. If we can successfully perform this classification, and

assuming we have sufficient consumers in each group to aggregate, we can clearly see that

the share equation specified in Equation 1 will hold separately for each group

sikt =
(pkt/φ

i
kt)

1−σ∑
j∈Ωt

(pjt/φijt)
1−σ . (5)

Taking the ratio of two products and taking logs, we can solve for σ as

1− σi =
ln(sik/s

i
j)

ln(pk/pj)− ln(φik/φ
i
j)
.

Methods for dealing with the estimation of σ when there are demand shocks will be discussed

below, but for now let’s assume demand is constant over time for all goods. This assumption

means that the elasticity within each group is exactly identified with only share and price

data

1− σi =
∆ ln(sik/s

i
j)

∆ ln(pk/pj)
.

What if we did not know the groups and instead used the aggregate shares? In principle,

we can always find an aggregate taste parameter and aggregate elasticity that would match

any data driven by an underlying set of heterogeneous groups, but will these parameters

accurately represent the original groups? In many cases, the answer is no. To illustrate the
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main idea, let’s consider an example with two groups of consumers (i ∈ {A,B}) and two

goods (k ∈ {1, 2}). We want to compare the elasticities implied by the shares purchased by

each group to the representative agent. To examine the most extreme case, let’s assume that

consumers in Group A have a much stronger taste for good 1 and consumers in Group B have

a much stronger taste for good 2 and the two groups have equal expenditure weights and

elasticities. If the difference in tastes is large enough (i.e. as φA1 /φ
A
2 →∞ and φB2 /φ

B
1 →∞),

we can say

sagg1 =
sA1 + sB1

2
≈ sA1

2

sagg2 =
sA2 + sB2

2
≈ sB2

2

since each consumer will consume a much larger share of the good they like more. Assume

the price of good 1 changes relative to good 2. Then we can calculate the log change in the

relative share for the aggregate consumer as

∆ ln(sagg1 /sagg2 ) ≈ ∆ ln(sA1 )−∆ ln(sB2 ).

When the tastes are strong enough, the aggregate consumer is indistinguishable from the

consumer who has strong tastes for that good. In this case, they look like consumers from

group A for good 1 and consumers in group B for good 2. Without loss of generality, assume

φA2 = φB1 = 1 and p2 = 1. Then substituting the shares into the expression above and

simplifiying produces

∆ ln(sA1 )−∆ ln(sB2 ) = ∆ ln(p1−σ
1 )−∆ ln

(
(p1/φ

A
1 )1−σ + 1

)
+ ∆ ln

(
p1−σ

1 + (1/φB2 )1−σ).
Taking the limit of the above expression as φA1 → ∞ and φB2 → ∞, we can see that the

difference goes to 0. The next step is to relate this result to the elasticities. We have

argued above that the percentage change in the aggregate ratio of the shares goes to 0 as

the difference in shares becomes large. Then if we assume aggregate tastes are unchanged,

1− σagg =
∆ ln(sagg1 /sagg2 )

∆ ln(p1/p2)
= 0 =⇒ σagg = 1.
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In other words, as tastes for each group of consumers become large, the aggregate consumer

looks like they have Cobb-Douglas preferences where expenditure shares are fixed2. Figure 4

below shows the calculated sigma for different levels of the strength of preference consumers

have for each good. When consumers have relatively diverse preferences (when φA1 is large

relative to φB1 ), the aggregate elasticity approaches σ = 1. Intuitively, if consumers have very

strong preference for 1 good over the other, there will only be tiny changes in their overall

shares when prices change since taste adjusted prices barely change. The aggregate consumer

will remain close to having equal shares across both goods, which makes it look like there

is little substitution. On the other extreme, when consumers have equal tastes across both

goods, they will both respond in the same way to price changes and the aggregate consumer

will be indistinguishable from the individual groups.

Figure 4: The implied aggregate elasticity for different levels of taste differences between consumers. Results
shown are for 2 groups of consumers with constant tastes over two goods and the same elasticity σ = 6.
Consumers in group A prefer good 1 at the ratio on the x-axis while consumers in group B prefer good 2
at the same ratio. As the gap in consumer tastes increases, the implied elasticity falls from 6 (the common
group elasticity) to 1

In the example above, we assumed aggregate tastes were held constant, meaning any

difference between the aggregate consumer and each group had to be absorbed in the elas-

2In this example they were fixed at 1/2. Had we chosen different expenditure weights for the consumers,
the shares of the aggregate consumer for each good would correspond to these weights
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ticity parameter. We could also allow for changes in the aggregate taste parameters, but

this flexibility only helps if individual group parameters are already known. In particular,

we can always find aggregate taste parameters that satisfy

1− σ =
∆ ln(sagg1 /sagg2 )

∆ ln(p1/p2)−∆ln(φagg1 /φagg2 )

for any sigma. Remember that in the extreme case where each group very strongly prefers

one good over the other, the percent changes in aggregate shares will be close to zero (shares

will stay about constant for any prices). Then if we want to rationalize an aggregate elasticity

greater than 1, we would need taste shocks to almost exactly offset price shocks. But without

knowing the elasticity for each group, these aggregate shocks cannot be identified from the

data and are not helpful in estimating elasticity on aggregate data.

In many ways, the two good, two group example is a special case. However, the intuition

carries over to larger sets of groups and varieties. The appendix shows through numerical

examples that the aggregate elasticities will always be lower than the elasticity within groups

as long as there is some correlation between sets of products where tastes differ. In other

words, if one group has a strong taste for popcorn products, and another for potato chips,

the aggregate consumer will have lower elasticity estimates if prices of all popcorn products

tend to rise together relative to potato chip products. Figure 5 shows estimated aggregate

sigmas for an example with 200 different products and 10 groups who each have a stronger

taste for 10 of the products. In the plot, a correlation of 0 implies that all products change

prices completely randomly while a correlation of 1 implies that all products preferred by

one of the groups always change prices in the same direction (not necessarily by the same

amount). It is also worth pointing out that all consumers share the same taste for half of all

products, but this does not drive the aggregate elasticity closer to the group elasticities.
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Figure 5: Estimated aggregate elasticity against correlation of prices within a common taste set. Results
are generated from 10 groups of consumers buying 200 products. Each group has a strong taste (φ = 10)
for 10 of the products and φ = 1 for all others. Each group shares a common elasticity σ = 6. Correlation
is generated by adding in a group specific price shock in addition to idiosyncratic price shocks. The relative
sizes of these two shocks determines the correlation.

It is not necessarily a problem that aggregate elasticities are below elasticities for individ-

ual groups. If all we care about is reproducing the aggregate share data that we see, there

is no problem using a representative agent to describe the sum of the individual groups.

However, if we want our representative agent to accurately represent the welfare of each

group, we run into trouble. In fact, it is possible that the welfare implications gleaned from

the representative agent lie outside any weighted average of the individual groups. In the

next section, I will look at how the representative agent can give a misleading picture of how

product innovation affects welfare.

3.2 Aggregate Price Indexes with Heterogeneity

A nice property of CES preferences is that they give an easy way to deal with a changing

product set. Feenstra (1994) showed that the change in the aggregate price index in a
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standard CES framework can be decomposed as

Pt
Pt−1

=
P ∗t
P ∗t−1

(
λt
λt−1

) 1
σ−1

, (6)

where P ∗ is the standard CES price index over goods common to periods t and t− 1 and λ

is the fraction of expenditure on these common goods. More formally, we can define λt and

λt−1 as

λr =

∑
k∈Ωt,t−1

pk,rxk,r∑
k∈Ωr

pk,rxk,r
for r ∈ t, t− 1

Where Ωr represents the set of goods available at time r (so Ωt,t−1 are goods available in both

t and t − 1). If the share of common goods expenditure is low in period t (λt is low), then

people prefer to buy newly introduced products rather than existing products and the price

index falls. If the share of common goods expenditure is low in period t− 1, then products

that people liked in period t − 1 have disappeared in period t, which increases the price

index. In other words, product entry will tend to decrease the price index while product exit

will increase it.

The elasticity parameter σ plays a crucial role in determining the effect of product creation

and destruction. If the new products coming in are very substitutable (σ very high) for

existing products, then they do not add much to consumer welfare since they could just

as easily be substituted for products that were already available. However, if products

are highly differentiated, then adding new choices for consumers will have large benefits.

This result is closely related to the standard “love of variety” result that comes from CES

preferences. Other things equal, a consumer prefers to consume a larger set of products, and

this preference is stronger the more differentiated those products are.

This decomposition is only exact when tastes for common goods are unchanged over

time. Because this assumption is quite strong, recent research has worked to lessen the

requirements by altering the price index. Redding and Weinstein (2019) show that we can

allow for taste shocks using an extension of the Feenstra price index in Equation 6 that they
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call the “CES Unified Price Index” (CUPI). The index can be written

Pt
Pt−1

=

(
λt
λt−1

) 1
σ−1
(
p̃∗t
p̃∗t−1

)(
s̃∗t
s̃∗t−1

) 1
σ−1

, (7)

where a tilde indicates geometric mean and an asterisk denotes the mean is over varieties

common to both periods. The first two terms of this expression are essentially the same

as those in the Feenstra index, capturing the change in the prices of common goods and

the introduction of new products, but the third term, which measures the change in the

dispersion of shares, is new and allows the price index to account for taste shocks as long

as they have a constant geometric mean over time. The assumption of a constant geometric

mean rules out any pure increase in overall tastes (for example if goods are increasing in

quality on average over time) so it is still somewhat restrictive. However, it does allow for

certain goods to become more popular at certain times (due to seasonal effects, trends, etc.),

which is a clear improvement over assuming tastes need to be held constant in the common

good set.

A full analysis of the assumptions and properties of the price index is in Redding and

Weinstein (2019) so I will not repeat it here, but it is worth reiterating the intuition for why

the new term captures changes in tastes. Imagine prices of all goods and all tastes were the

same. Then CES preferences imply equal shares across all goods. However, when products

are substitutable (σ > 1), consumers would be better off if there were dispersion in (taste

adjusted) prices because they could substitute towards cheaper products (or products they

like relatively more). Holding the mean taste parameter fixed, the consumer is better off

as the dispersion of tastes increases, which will increase the dispersion of shares, lowering

s̃ and therefore lowering the price index. As with new products, the same size increase in

dispersion has a larger effect when σ is smaller.

Returning to our setup with distinct groups of consumers, we can compare the price in-

dexes that result from each group and from the aggregate representative agent. As discussed

above, if different groups of consumers have different tastes, the aggregate shares will in
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general have smaller percent changes compared to within group shares, leading to a smaller

estimate for the elasticity when using aggregate data. In the price index, two terms depend

on the elasticity. Either can potentially cause the change in the aggregate price level for

an aggregate representative agent to be different from the individual groups. However, the

dispersion in shares will naturally be lower for preferences with lower elasticity (which is

why we get a lower elasticity in the first place). There is not such a tight relationship with

the share of new goods in expenditure. It is entirely possible to have high or low values for

λt/λt−1 for a given σ

Figure 6 shows the effects of having a low estimate for the aggregate elasticity on aggre-

gate price indexes. In this example, I let prices for common goods fluctuate around a mean

of zero and introduce new products to set λt/λt−1 = 0.99. This value of net product creation

implies a small amount of product creation (less than we will see in the real data), but it

is enough to open a gap between the grouped data and the aggregate representative agent.

Consistent with the discussion above, the lower elasticity estimate for the aggregate agent

means that new products due more to increase welfare (and therefore reduce the price index

at a faster rate).
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Figure 6: Estimated price index on the aggregate data (black) against individual groups (grays). Results are
generated from 10 groups of consumers buying 200 products. Each group has a strong taste (φ = 10) for 10
of the products and φ = 1 for all others. Each group shares a common elasticity σ = 6. Different aggregate
elasticities are generated by varying the correlation of price changes within taste sets. Results are plotted
after 500 replications.

This example illustrates the main problem that this paper aims to solve. If we use

aggregate data to estimate changes in the cost of living, we might give excessive weight

to product creation and destruction in the aggregate price index. Although the aggregate

estimates are supposed to “represent” some sort of average of the individual consumers, the

aggregate estimates actually lie below all the groups. Using an aggregate representative

agent would produce an estimate of inflation that is lower than the one actually experienced

by any group of consumers. In the next section, I will introduce a way to identify consumers

with different tastes so we can estimate price indexes within each group and avoid using an

aggregate representative agent.
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4 Clustering Algorithm

As discussed in section 3, we are looking for a method that will help us identify groups

of consumers who differ in their average tastes. To reiterate, we are thinking of consumer

choice being driven by a discrete choice framework with

Ui = ln(φik)− ln pk + εik, (8)

where φk will potentially differ across consumers and income has been normalized to 1 for

all consumers. As above, we will assume that there are discrete groups of consumers who

share the same tastes (same φ) We will not take a stand on the sources of hetoerogeneity

across consumers. In other words, we will not use any observable characteristics to provide

structure for the functional form of taste parameters. We will also not make any assumptions

on the size or number of each group.

The only observable data will be the final purchases of each consumer over a number

of periods. As long as tastes are sufficiently different from each other, there will be a

tendency for consumers to consume relatively more of the goods where their φ is relatively

high compared to other groups. This principle will form the basis for the type of clustering

algorithm we will apply to the data. In this section, I will introduce the clustering algorithm

in general and explain how it can be applied to consumer data. I will then show that artificial

data generated from a logit specification as defined above can be accurately clustered using

the algorithm.

4.1 Density Peaks Clustering

Data scientists use a variety of different methods to group together data which share similar

characteristics. However, not all clustering algorithms are well suited to consumer purchase

data. Some clustering methods, like the widely used k-means algorithm, require knowledge

(or at least some idea) of the number of clusters to be uncovered. These kinds of methods
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also work best with uniformly shaped clusters. Other methods, like DBSCAN, avoid these

issues by focusing on the density of clusters, with high density areas being labeled as a

cluster and low density areas discarded as noise. Although density based methods allow for

arbitrary shapes, sizes, and number of clusters, they require the modeler to define a minimum

density threshold to distinguish between clusters and noise points. If clusters have different

densities, this threshold can be difficult to define.

More recently, data scientists have developed an effective clustering method called “Den-

sity Peaks Clustering” (DPC), which allows for clusters of different sizes and shapes, but

gives a more systematic way to define clusters than setting an arbitrary density threshold.

The DPC algorithm was first proposed in Rodriguez and Laio (2014), who show that it

performs well on a facial recognition dataset. The method has also been applied in other

work to text recognition, gene classification, and various other applications. However, it has

not been exploited to analyze consumer data. In the next section, I discuss how to apply the

algorithm to consumer purchase data, but first it is worth understanding how the algorithm

works in general.

The basic principle of the DPC algorithm assumes that cluster centers will be both in

relatively dense areas of the characteristic space and far from other points of higher density.

We can define the “density” of a point in various ways. In the original DPC paper, the

authors use the definition that a point’s local density ρi is given by

ρi =
∑
j

χ(dij − dc),

where dij is a measure of distance between points i and j (e.g. Euclidean distance), dc is

a chosen cutoff distance, and χ(x) is an indicator function that equals 1 if x > 0 and 0

otherwise. In words, the density of point i is the number of other points that are within

distance dc of i. Again, following Rodriguez and Laio (2014), we could define another measure
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to represent the distance to other higher density points

δi = min
j:ρj>ρi

(dij).

A density peak is a point where density (ρ) and distance to nearest point of higher

density (δ) are both high. These points have many close neighbors, but are far away from

other cluster centers. Once density peaks have been identified, remaining points are allocated

to the nearest density peak to form a cluster. Points that have high δ but low ρ are discarded

as outliers because they are points that are not close to any of the densely populated clusters.

As a relatively simple and efficient mechanism for clustering data, the DPC algorithm

offers a promising way to find heterogeneity in consumer tastes. It only relies on calculating

distances between points and choosing a single parameter dc. Unlike more standard estima-

tion methods, it does not require specifying a probability distribution or a functional form.

It allows for flexibility in both the number and shape of clusters and can be implemented in

a computationally efficient way. However, a few concerns remain.

One potential issue with the DPC algorithm in its basic form is that it can be difficult

to set the cutoff point dc, especially when data is high dimensional. Since in my application,

consumers are consuming many products, the characteristic space can be high dimensional

and distances between points can be quite large. Problems with high dimensional data can

sometimes be solved by using relative measures of distance rather than absolute. K nearest

neighbor methods offer a way to accomplish this goal. Ertöz et al. (2003) argue that some

of the issues of high dimension can be solved using a nearest neighbor approach instead of

methods that rely on absolute distances.

Recent work has extended density peaks clustering to work with large, sparse data.

Floros et al. (2018) develop a method they call the “sparse dual” version of DPC (SD-DP).

Although the algorithm is in many ways quite similar to the original, it differs in the way

it defines density and in the way it assigns points to clusters. The first step in the SD-DP

algorithm is to find the k nearest neighbors of each point, where k is a parameter that can
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be freely chosen. Density is then defined as

ρi = 1/max
j

(dij|xj ∈ Nk(xi)),

where Nk(xi) is the set of the k nearest neighbors of point i and dij is again any distance

measure between points. Compared to the original distance measure defined above, this

definition is more suited to high dimensional data where defining a specific cutoff point can

be challenging. Choosing too low a cutoff will result in all points having density zero. Too

high ,and all points will be in the same radius. Here, density is a relative measure that

compares the distance to the furthest neighbor among a small set of the closest points. If a

point is very close to all its near neighbors relative to others, it will have high density.

The SD-DP form also differs slightly in its assignment of points to clusters. Density peaks

in the SD-DP version of the algorithm are local maxima of their neighborhood. In other

words, if a point i has higher density than any of its k nearest neighbors, it will be labeled a

density peak. Compared to standard DPC, this definition is computationally more feasible

since it only requires distances to be calculated between nearest neighbors rather than the

entire set. To assign non-peak points to clusters, we will again use the same definition of δ

to signify distance to higher density points

δi = min
j:ρj>ρi

(dij).

From there, we will define a point’s parent as the nearest neighbor of higher density

xip = arg min
j

(dij|ρj > ρi).

By definition, any density peak will not have a parent in their kNN list since they are the

point of highest density among their nearest neighbors. Every other point will have a parent

within their set of k nearest neighbors. Linking each point to its parent node will form a

path that eventually reaches a density peak. Each point in this ascending tree is then placed

into the same cluster as the density peak at its end. Because the SD-DP is still somewhat
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sensitive to choices of distance measure, noise in data, and tie-breaking in selection of parents,

the authors also propose a revision method for refining the clusters. I discuss the revision

process in more detail in the appendix.

4.2 Applying to Consumer Data

DPC and SD-DP have not yet been applied to a dataset like the consumer panel that I will

analyze. However, the methods can be naturally applied. The set of characteristics in this

case corresponds to the set of products available to consumers. To avoid clustering only on

the amount of purchases a consumer makes, we will look at the share of each product in a

consumer’s total expenditure. For example, if we had two consumers and four products, we

might have a matrix of shares that looks like 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.1

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25


Where the rows represent consumers and the columns represent products. We could then

take the Euclidean distance between these two vectors (in this case about 5.4) to quantify

their differences. We can then apply the method above. The k closest consumers to consumer

i as measured by Euclidean distance are placed in the nearest neighbor set of consumer i and

the distance to the furthest point in that neighborhood is the density. Figure 7 shows an

example for two small clusters of consumers who purchase 4 products. The plot on the left

shows the share data for goods 1 and 2. We can see that some consumers consume a large

portion of good 1 and not so much good 2, while another group seems to do the opposite.

The graph on the right plots density δ against distance to nearest higher density point δ.

We can see that there are two outliers on this graph (highlighted in black) that correspond

to the density peaks. They are close to all the points within their respective clusters while

being far away from each other (the next highest density point).
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Figure 7: Left: Sample share data for consumers buying 4 goods. The graph shows their shares for two of
these goods. Right: Density against distance to next point of higher density. The two outliers highlighted
in black are the density peaks.

While the clusters in this basic example are quite easy to spot, that will not be the

case when we have many products and many goods. In the next section, I show through

simulations that the algorithm can accurately uncover groups of consumers with different

tastes even in these more complicated cases.

4.3 Simulations

This section will test whether the clustering algorithm described above can actually separate

consumers into groups based on their tastes. The goal in this section is to show that the

method works under ideal conditions and to demonstrate what it looks like when it works

well. As described above, we will assume consumers make choices based on

Uit = ln(φik)− ln ptk + εitk.

For the simulations, we will assume that prices are drawn i.i.d from a lognormal distribution

each period and ε is drawn from a Gumbel distribution with parameters chosen to imply

all groups have an elasticity σ = 6. Each period, consumers will make a single choice out

of 20 total products. Each group has a slightly stronger taste for 2 out of the 20 products

and there are 10 groups total with 1000 consumers per group. Each consumer has a taste

φ = 2 for their preferred goods and φ = 1 for all others. The exact numbers chosen do not
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substantially affect the results. The appendix shows the performance of the density peaks

under various choices for the numbers of products and strength of taste. In general, the

algorithm does well as long as the consumers in each group have significantly different tastes

for their set of favorite goods.

This simulation also gives an opportunity to discuss the revision process briefly mentioned

above. If we run the density peaks method as described in the previous section, we will

likely not recover the correct clusters immediately. The number of density peaks we find

will depend in most cases on the choice of k. Choosing a low value for k will create many

small clusters, while a high value will result in fewer, large clusters. Rather than play around

with different values for k, we can use a split and merge revision process to help refine our

clusters. Since we formed our clusters by combining ascending trees (the path that connects

each point to its nearest neighbor of higher density leading to a density peak), we can first

look for subtrees that do not fit well in their current cluster. More specifically, we will break

apart a subtree from its cluster whenever the similarity of consumers in a subcluster are

much more similar to other consumers in that subcluster than they are to other consumers

in the overarching cluster. We then merge clusters where consumers share a high similarity.

More specifics are given in the appendix.

Figure 8 shows this revision process. The basic density peaks algorithm produces more

than the true clusters. These block partition graphs plot a point for every nearest neighbor

pair. In other words, if consumer 500 is in the nearest neighbor list of consumer 1, a point

would be plotted at (1,500). The graph is sorted by cluster so that each square along the

diagonal represents a cluster. We can see that in the first graph on the left, many consumers

have nearest neighbors outside their cluster. By merging these similar clusters, we get the

graph on the right, where consumers in each cluster share many nearest neighbors within

the same cluster, and very few (essentially zero) outside their cluster.
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Figure 8: Clustering results before (left) and after (right) the revision process. There are 10 true clusters
of 1000 consumers each. Clusters are plotted along the diagonal and each point on the graph is a nearest
neighbor pair.

Because of the symmetric nature of the problem, aggregate shares all hover around 1/20.

However, within clusters, the shares are much more heavily weighted to the two goods that

cluster prefers. Figure 9 shows this effect. On the left, the aggregate shares indicate that

the representative agent does not have a strong preference for any good. They consume

approximately equal shares of every good. However, this uniformity hides the true hetero-

geneity within groups. Each of the colored bars represents shares for a cluster of consumers.

Each group spends around half their expenditure on their favorite two goods while splitting

the other half of expenditure about evenly among the other 18. This heterogeneity is what

the clustering algorithm picks up. It looks for consumers who have disproportionately high

shares of consumption for certain goods and places them together in a cluster. If all con-

sumers face the same prices, consumers with a higher taste parameter are precisely the ones

who will have the largest shares of the good at any given time. As the number of purchases

increases, the differences will become more and more apparent and the clustering algorithm

will perform better.
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Figure 9: Aggregate shares (left) vs clustered shares (right). In aggregate, it appears as if the representative
agent has equal tastes for each good. When the shares are plotted by cluster, it is clear that consumers all
have higher tastes for certain goods.

Although this example is highly stylized, it captures the main features of a world where

consumers differ in the types of goods they like to consume. In the next section, we will

apply the idea to real world consumers and see if we can pull out similar heterogeneities.

5 Application

In this section, I apply the DPC algorithm to the consumer panel data introduced in section 2.

While the end goal is to come up with an estimate for an aggregate price index and compare to

previous work, the clustering results are also interesting on their own. I perform all analysis

at the product group level, which includes relatively broad categories such as “snacks”,

“candy”, and “milk” (a list of all product groups is provided in the appendix). For the final

price index estimates, I aggregate groups by expenditure to form an average price index

for the whole economy, but all clustering and elasticity estimation is done within product

groups.

The choice to estimate elasticities at the group level reflects a balance of a couple factors.

If clustering were done at a more aggregate level, there would likely be much more hetero-

geneity in tastes, as tastes may vary both within groups and across groups. Had I instead

used a finer level of aggregation (Nielsen provides one finer level of aggregation called “mod-

ules”), then there are many fewer observations for each module, which makes estimation of
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elasticities less precise. Moreover, other papers that have used this dataset have also settled

on the group level as the most logical choice (Redding and Weinstein, 2019). By keeping

this choice consistent, it is easier to compare results.

I will present the results in three parts. First, I discuss the clustering itself. I demonstrate

that the clustering successfully separates consumers who have relatively larger purchase

shares for some goods compared to consumers in other clusters. I also present some results

on whether the clusters can be predicted using only observable characteristics. In general,

there is some correlation of observables across clusters, but not enough to fully explain the

resulting clusters. In other words, the clusters represent heterogeneity in tastes that goes

beyond observable features of each consumer. I then move to the results on the estimation of

elasticities. I describe the estimation procedure and show that the predictions of the theory

presented in section 3 are mostly confirmed. For product groups where more than one cluster

is found, a strong majority of elasticities within a cluster are higher than those estimated on

aggregate data. Finally, I calculate the implied price index from the estimated elasticities

using the methodology outlined in section 3. Clustered price indexes exhibit substantial

heterogeneity across clusters, but are almost uniformly higher than the corresponding price

index for a representative agent.

5.1 Clustering Results

Before getting to the results of running the clustering algorithm on the consumer data,

we need to discuss a few choices in bringing the method to the data. In particular, one

important decision I made when applying the DPC algorithm is to assume that consumer

taste varies over brands rather than individual UPCs. One reason for this choice is practical.

Many individual UPCs have very few purchases and some only exist in the dataset for a

short period of time before exiting. Including these products adds additional shares that are

close to zero for each consumer, which pushes the distances of all consumers closer together,

making it harder to pull out heterogeneity. However, the assumption also has intuitive
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appeal. If a consumer usually buys a six pack of Coke over a six pack of Pepsi, they are

probably going to prefer a 12 pack of Coke over a 12 pack of Pepsi as well. The difference

in brand is often more interesting than the difference in UPC, since the latter can often be

relatively minor changes3.

However, even aggregating products to the brand level, there are still many brands that

are purchased by few consumers or are a negligible share of most consumer’s expenditure.

Once again, including these products will make consumers look more similar since they are

close to zero for everyone. To eliminate these smaller brands, I put a minimum on the sum

of expenditure shares across consumers (set to 50 in the benchmark result). Under this

condition, included brands are either a large share of expenditure or are a relatively small

share but purchased by many consumers (so the sum is still high). With this condition, I

can keep the list of included brands more manageable.

Because the ability to differentiate consumer tastes rests on the assumption that con-

sumers make a number of consumption decisions over time, I also restrict the households

included in the sample to those that have made at least 20 purchases over the entire sam-

ple. After restricting the household and brand set, the remaining data makes up around

3/4 of expenditure for most groups. However, a few smaller product groups end up with

significantly less expenditure. I exclude these groups from the clustering.

The final choice to make is what time period to cluster over. Because I need a relatively

long history of purchases for the clustering to be effective, I use the entire sample. This

time period only makes sense if consumer’s average tastes do not change much over time.

While this assumption is probably not exactly true, there are certainly many tastes that

won’t change over an approximately 15 year period, especially when we consider brands

rather than individual products. I have attempted specifications with clustering within a

3One decision becomes whether to include generic grocery store brands. In the data, all store brands
are grouped into one to hide the identities of individual chains. There are arguments for removing these
categories from the clustering since the actual products will differ across stores. I take the position that store
brands are more similar to each other than they are to brand name products. Therefore, a person buying
a significant portion of store brands is a difference in taste that we want to account for and I choose not to
remove this information.
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year or within a quarter, but the number of datapoints drops to a point that raises concerns,

especially considering the inherent noise in the data.

Due to the high number of product groups, it is impossible to show results for them

all here (the appendix gives some summary statistics on the number and size of clusters).

Instead, I will focus on a single product group to demonstrate what typical results look like.

I will highlight the product group “Snacks” because of its highly familiar brands (Lay’s,

Dorito’s, Orville Redenbacher).4

Figure 10: KNN block partition of the “snacks” product group sorted by cluster size. 10 clusters were
uncovered by the DPC clustering algorithm. Each point on the graph is a nearest neighbor pair, with darker
areas sharing many nearest neighbors.

As we did for the simulated data in Figure 8, Figure 10 shows a block partition of the

clusters uncovered from the DPC algorithm on the purchase data in the snacks product

group. Unsurprisingly, there is much more overlap between the resulting clusters than in the

4Nielsen restricts the use of brand names. Since specific brand names are not especially important to
the analysis, they are omitted in the data below.
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simulated data, which suggests that the real world isn’t as well separated as our artificial

simulations. However, clusters are still sigificantly more related to other points within their

own cluster than they are to points outside their cluster. I restrict the size of the clusters to

contain at least 5000 consumers to ensure there is still plenty of data to run the estimation.

Therefore, the smallest clusters have about 5000 consumers while the largest in this case

have about 30,000.

Again following the analysis from the simulations, we can also look at the difference

between the aggregate shares and the shares within each group to make sure we are actually

partitioning the space based on differences in consumer purchasing behavior. Although the

data consists of share information for about 60 different brands, I plot the top 12 here to

make it easier to see the differences.

Figure 11: Aggregate shares (left) vs clustered shares (right) for the product group “snacks”. Each color
corresponds to a cluster, and clusters are stacked in order so that all colors are visible.

The results show that the clustering algorithm generally looks for groups that dispro-

portionately prefer one brand over the others. Each cluster has one or two favorite goods

that they consume significantly more. While I cannot reveal specific brand information, the

results are highly intuitive. For example, notice that brands 8 and 12 are not very popular

in aggregate, but are a large portion of expenditure for one of the clusters. It turns out that

these brands correspond to major brands of energy bars, which are quite similar to each

other but not similar at all to the other brands in the product group (chips, pretzels, pop-

corn, etc.). It makes sense then that consumers who prefer brands 8 and 12 would frequently
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substitute between these two brands, but not so much with other brands in the group.

A natural question is whether the clusters we have found could be explained by observable

characteristics. One way we can look at this question is to start with the clusters and check

whether the distribution of observables is different across clusters. If there are substantial

differences in the distributions of observables, then we could in theory replicate the clusters

found using the DPC algorithm by partitioning on observable characteristics. Previous

research suggests that high and low income consumers face different inflation rates in part

because they consume different baskets of goods (Jaravel, 2019). However, it does not appear

that the clusters estimated from the DPC algorithm are driven by these differences.

The figure below shows the distribution of some potentially informative demographic

statistics within each cluster (still for the snacks product group). Although there are some

differences in the relative magnitudes, the general shape of distribution is largely the same.

To get a rough idea of how close these distributions are to the aggregate distributions, I take

a simple correlation between the relative shares of each cluster to those of the aggregate data.

The distributions are strongly correlated across clusters, which suggests that the clusters are

not simply segmenting the customer space based on observable characteristics. We are not

putting a disproportionate number of wealthier people in one group and poorer people in

another.

We could also look at the question from the opposite side. If we partition the customer

space on observable characteristics, would we observe a similar type of distribution of pur-

chase shares. Our clusters generate strong heterogeneity in purchase shares relative to the

aggregate. Can we get similar heterogeneity only using observables? Once again, it does

not appear to be the case. Looking at the correlations in expenditure shares across income

groups, all of the 19 income categories consume largely similar brands to the aggregate

(>0.9 correlation). If we do the same exercise with our density peaks clusters, the correla-

tion drops substantially (becoming negative in some cases). Although the larger clusters are

more correlated to the aggregate, they are still less similar than any of the income groups.
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To further rule out the idea that the clusters generated by the DPC algorithm could

be predicted by observable characteristics, I set up a multinomial logit regression to try to

predict the probabilities of each consumer being in a cluster given their observable charac-

teristics. More specifically, for each product group I let the cluster a consumer belongs to,

Ci, be a categorical dependent variable and setup the multinomial logit regression as

ln
Pr(Ci = c)

Pr(Ci = 0)
= αc + x′iβc,

where β is a vector of coefficients that maps the vector of characteristics (x′i) to the odds

ratio of being in cluster c over cluster 0. I try a number of specifications for the observable

characteristics and then predict each consumers cluster by choosing the cluster with the

highest predicted odds ratio. I then compare the success rate (percentage of consumers

placed in the correct cluster) with the rate that would have occurred by random chance. The

table below gives some statistics about the success rate across product groups (using income,

race, region, age and presence of children, and education as the independent variables)

Table 1: Difference in percentage predicted by logit model and random chance

Minimum Maximum Median Mean

-0.05% 21.5% 0.7% 2.0%

In almost all product groups, the prediction model adds essentially no information when

compared to a random assignment. The difference in success rates exceeds 10 percentage

points in only 3 of the product groups. The three groups where it appears to do well are flour,

sugar, and fresh meat. I do not have a strong intuition for why these product groups can be

predicted using observable characteristics, but the larger takeaway is that in most product

groups, the algorithm is not simply separating consumers based on their demographics.
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5.2 Estimation of Elasticity

Now that we have generated clusters for consumers that share similar preferences, the next

step is to estimate elasticities within each cluster and compare them to those of the aggregate.

Again we will work within product groups, but now we will use the entire set of UPCs rather

than aggregate brands, the assumption being that consumers will be likely to substitute to

similar products produced under the same brand name. In other words, while it makes sense

to aggregate to brands for consumer tastes, it makes more sense to use the product level

if we want to see whether consumers substitute to cheaper products within a brand when

prices change.

To estimate the elasticities, we follow the method introduced by Feenstra (1994). A full

discussion of the method is left to the appendix, but I will discuss the intuition here. The

method attempts to deal with the endogeneity problem inherent in estimating elasticities

without needing to find instruments for price that are uncorrelated with demand shocks.

Instead, we assume that double differencing the share and price data will help avoid the

endogeneity problem altogether. We take a difference with respect to time and with respect

to the geometric mean across all products. To identify the elasticities, we need to assume

that the demand and supply shocks are orthogonal and heteroskedastic. This process gives

us a set of moment conditions (one for each good), which we stack and estimate using GMM

(as in Broda and Weinstein (2006)).

Before running the estimation, we need to define the set of common goods. Following

Redding and Weinstein (2019), I will use products that exist for at least six years and have

existed for at least four quarters and don’t disappear for at least four more quarters to avoid

the volatility inherent when new products enter.

Estimates for the aggregate elasticity are in line with those estimated in previous work.

A full list of estimates is presented in the appendix. More important than the absolute size

of these estimates is the comparison to the estimates within clusters. Here the results of the

theory are generally confirmed. In about 75% of the product groups, the average elasticity
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within the clusters is higher than the elasticity from aggregate data (for both expenditure

weighted and unweighted average). On average, the clustered estimates are about 20% higher

than the aggregate (7.1 for the aggregate and 7.8 for the clustered). In many cases, all of

the elasticity estimates for the clusters are above the aggregate estimate, meaning that there

is no weighted average of clustered elasticities that could replicate the aggregate elasticity.

This result is consistent with the theoretical discussion above.

An important note is that I did not constrain the elasticities within clusters to be equal.

Therefore, this exercise on real data is not quite a perfect match to the examples given above

in the simulations. This difference can make it difficult to disentangle the effects that come

from aggregation vs those that are mainly driven by true differences in elasticities across

clusters. While in theory it would be possible to run the estimation assuming a constant

elasticity across clusters (stacking the conditions and using GMM), but it seems likely that

there actually are differences in elasticity for consumers with different tastes. If consumers

are buying products with different characteristics, it’s definitely possible that some groups

have access to more closely related goods, while some prefer more highly differentiated goods.

This effect leads to some cases where the aggregate elasticity is actually higher than some of

the lower clustered groups, but in general the results are consistent with the idea that the

representative agent shows less substitution.

5.3 Price Index

Finally, given the elasticities in each sector, we can estimate the price indexes within each

cluster. As discussed in section 3.2, to allow for demand shocks to change the value of the

price index we can adopt the formulation of Redding and Weinstein (2019)

Pt
Pt−1

=

(
λt
λt−1

) 1
σ−1
(
p̃∗t
p̃∗t−1

)(
s̃∗t
s̃∗t−1

) 1
σ−1

. (9)

Prices and shares are observed and we have already estimated the elasticity parameters so

all that remains is to plug in the data. I take the time differences as four quarter differences
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to try to avoid seasonal effects as much as possible. The graph below shows the resulting

price index over the period 2007-2017. 5

Figure 12: Price indexes generated by Equation 9 for the product group snacks. The black line represents
aggregate data (all consumers), while the colored lines represent each cluster’s index

Figure 12 shows the results of these price index calculations. The aggregate shares (black

line) show a larger decrease in cost of living over the 10 year period than any of the individual

groups, as we expected from the theory and the elasticity results. Although some product

groups do have individual clusters with lower price index than the aggregate, as we discussed

above, these deviations could be driven by product groups whose clusters have different values

for the elasticity of substitution (so that the aggregate elasticity lies in between).

To get a sense of an overall measure of cost of living for all product groups, Figure 13

shows the expenditure weighted average for all product groups at the aggregate level (blue)

vs the expenditure weighted average across all the clusters in all product groups. The

differences in these price indexes over the ten year period implies a difference in average

5The graph starts in 2007 because the number of consumers changed from 40,000 consumers in the panel
from 2004-2006 to 60,000 from 2007 on). It is possible that this change could result in product entry rates
higher than the actual ones due to the changing composition rather than actual introduction of products.
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annual inflation rates of around 0.5 percentage points.

Note that this finding does not reverse the results of earlier papers. The clustered index

is still far below estimates given by the CPI or PCE index that don’t take into account new

products and product substitution as well (which average about 1.5% per year). However, it

does suggest that those results may have gone a bit too far. Because they assign an elasticity

parameter that represents the aggregate data, but not the within cluster data, they attach

too large an impact to product innovation in reducing the cost of living. Within a cluster,

consumers are more likely to substitute to other products they like and using a representative

agent hides this effect.

Figure 13: Expenditure weighted average across all product groups for the aggregate representative agent
(blue) and the average of all clusters (orange)
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6 Conclusion

Estimating a price index to represent a diverse population of consumers will never be an exact

science. There are simply too many sources of heterogeneity among consumption bundles

for one statistic to adequately represent each consumer’s unique situation. However, we

can do our best to account for as many of these sources of heterogeneity as we can. This

paper proposed one possible method by relaying on machine learning to cluster consumers

into groups that share similar purchase histories. Since these clusters substitute more freely

between products, we found that the inflation rate faced by the representative agent was

lower than the average across clusters. There is certainly a lot of room to improve the

estimation even further. Clustering algorithms could also be performed on the product side

of the data to find sets of products that are purchased by the same consumers to help inform

product nesting. The methods could also be applied in an international trade context,

where the elasticity of substitution plays an important role in determining the gains from

trade. Dealing with heterogeneity will never be a trivial problem, but with advances in data

availability and analysis, we are getting closer to more accurate answers.
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